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KitchenAid makes a wide variety of quality coffee makers, so you're sure to find one that meets your coffee brewing needs, whether you need a lot of coffee quickly or have a particular brewing method that you prefer. The company offers several 12-cup coffee makers, some programmable and others focused on the quick brewing of coffee. If you don't drink a lot of coffee at a time,
one of KitchenAid's single-purpose coffee makers might be a good choice. The company also offers various designer coffee makers, including a siphon coffee maker and a coffee maker. Many different models feature hot plates to keep your coffee warm after brewing as well. There's a lot to like about drip coffee makers - the speed and convenience you can make a perfectly
brewed cup of joe are among the perks. The hassle of washing and maintaining a carafe, on the other hand, can be a drawback. Fortunately, the best carafe-free coffee makers allow you to distribute tasty javas without the need for a traditional carafe. When you shop for a coffee maker without a carafe, you will find that there are more than a few styles to choose from, and the
good will largely depend on your own needs. On one side of the spectrum are coffee makers that allow you to brew up to 12 cups at a time. However, these coffee makers store and keep the coffee hot in an internal tank until you are ready to distribute it. This makes it more convenient, but perhaps not quite as fresh-tasting if you tend to be the type that takes their time slowly
enjoying one cup at a time. On the other side are single-service machines, which use either grinds or K cup pods to make your drink. These are made to literally brew one cup at a time, which means you'll never have to do more than you plan to drink. However, keep in mind that tasting as fresh as they are, personal use pods are not quite as environmentally friendly because they
create more waste. Caffeine lovers will also be happy to know, that thanks to innovation in this category, there are now machines that give you the ability to use a carafe when you need it. Keep scrolling for more information on the best carafe-free coffee makers you can buy on Amazon. I've divided them into two categories so you can easily pin dot that best suits your needs. We
only recommend the products we like and we think you do it, too. We may receive a portion of the sales of products purchased from this which was written by our sales team. Best for brewing multiple cups at onceIf you are looking to combine the convenience of an on-demand coffee maker with the great capacity of a traditional drip machine, these models with an internal tank will
give you the ability to brew up to 12 cups at a time. Cuisinart Coffee On Demand Coffee Maker (DCC-3000)AmazonThis Cuisinart coffee maker uses the same filter with ground coffee as traditional machines, but, Its brewing done, the hot drink is stored inside the internal tank and distributed cup by cup. In addition to its 12-cup capacity, 1-4 cup option and an internal water heater
to keep your beer warm for up to four hours, there are two other benefits to consider. First of all, there's an easy-to-read coffee gauge that counts how many cups are left, so you don't have to guess when it's time to brew more. And, second, this unit comes with a replaceable charcoal water filter that helps eliminate chlorine, bad tastes and odors from tap water. It is also
programmable up to 24 hours in advance and easy to clean. With one exception (the water tank, which can be washed by hand), all other removable parts (the filter basket, internal tank and drip tray) are safe for the dishwasher. With all these features, it's no surprise that this coffee maker earned a five-star rating on Amazon of more than 2,200 reviewers. Useful review: I'm a
coffee lover and buy high quality beans and grind them, so this is all important to me. My favorite feature is the coffee dispenser and cup and ease of use. No drops on the table and floor. Coffee tastes good. The machines that have glass crafts give the coffee a burnt taste and are messy and I broke a few. This is not the case with this machine and with the insulated tank, the
coffee stays fresh longer. Hamilton Beach 12-Cup Coffee MakerAmazonThe Hamilton Beach 12 cups coffee maker has many of the same features as the choice above, but at a much lower price. The internal water heater will keep your coffee warm for up to four hours, so you only need to make a pot and then can come back for refills all morning. In addition, the programmable
features of this coffee maker allow you to set a time up to 24 hours in advance, select the brewing force (fat or regular), and opt for small batches of 1-4 cups. Bonus: there's even an iced coffee. Cleaning this machine couldn't be easier, either. There is a self-contained recall (for descaling), plus, water tank, internal tank, and filter basket are all removable The basket is high-rack
dishwasher safe, while the other parts must be hand-washed with soapy water. Helpful comment: The big reason I ordered was because I was tired of dealing with coffee jugs. I liked the idea that it was a 12 cup coffee maker combination with the convenience of a Keurig. And at this level, he did not disappoint ... Keep it clean is just a little bit easy as the carafe drops I owned. This
is because it is much easier to clean the water tank than in most conventional drops. Ninja Speciality Coffee Maker (CM401) AmazonThis 10-cup maker by Ninja is a fantastic multitasking- it's a high-end machine, or as an Amazon fan boasts, honestly does the work of about 4 separate machines that cost twice as much as it does. He is capable of hot and iced coffee brewing,
lattes, macchiatos, and more. It even has a built-in foam to whip aeroy milk and cream fillings. Although it's a little more of an investment and not as compact as traditional coffee makers, it's a real workhorse that has earned excellent ratings from Consumer Reports for its beer performance. There is a 50-ounce glass carafe included with this model (or you can choose to upgrade to
the thermal version), but the genius part is that it is totally optional. Just adjust to the appropriate brewing volume, and lift the cup holder, and you can also use your own container (starting distribution to cup for a 9.5 ounce pour and goes up to 18 ounces for multi-service XL). This choice is also a breeze to clean; It has an indicator to tell you when it needs a full descaling cycle, and
the filter holder, water tank, and sparkling whip are all removable and high-rack dishwasher safe (as is the glass carafe). Useful comment: This is the best coffee maker I've ever had. I love the fact that it can make any drink I could ever want and any size. I've told a lot of people how great it is. I am very satisfied with this purchase. It can make a small cup, and a large cup, half a
casserole, a full [pot], a concentrated infusion almost like an espresso, iced coffee, milk foam, and it has a delay brewing function as well that is very easy to use. It's so nice to wake up with fresh coffee already made. The water supply lasts a good amount of time as well! Fantastic product overall. Unlike models with internal storage tanks, these on-demand coffee makers distribute
your hot drink directly into your prime cup. Keurig K-Classic Coffee MakerAmazonWith this classic Keurig pod-based coffee maker, you'll avoid having to use both a carafe and coffee filters. Simply drop into your favorite K-cup blend (or add coffee grounds of your choice to one of these reusable pods) and press start. It will distribute fresh java right into your cup in just under a
minute. Beyond the standard 8 cup filling, you can also choose from a smaller 6-ounce espresso-sized casting or a larger 10-ounce cup (note that the drip tray can be removed so you can easily place a travel cup under the beak, too). In terms of cleaning, the 48-ounce water tank is completely removable and can be washed by hand with soapy water. To clean the machine itself,
however, fill the vinegar, then press the descaling button. Get it in red or black. Useful comment: That's what made me a coffee fan. Perfect a cup for when you need it instead of a pot, you will end up wasting. In the long run, you will save money, so it is an investment. If a single serving of coffee is all you need, or if you live in a smaller apartment or dorm, this compact BLACK-
DECKER coffee maker could be the perfect option. This drip machine uses ground coffee to make a 5-ounce drink at a time. Time. It comes with a 15-ounce-sized travel cup, as well as a permanent built-in coffee filter (no paper filters needed). Note: Several Amazon fans have reported that any cup less than 5.5 inches tall can work under the beak. The included cup is safe for the
upper-support dishwasher, and the filter compartment is removable and can be washed by hand. This coffee maker couldn't be easier to use with a single button to use it. Although it doesn't have the bells and whistles of the more chic coffee machine for the super-low price, you probably won't find a better single-serving coffee maker. Helpful comment: I'm the only one in my house
who drinks coffee, so my programmable 12-cup pot was exaggerated. This is a nice basic machine of a cup. It makes a good cup of coffee, and if I fill it up the day before, it doesn't take long to brew a cup for me on my way to work door. Fast brewing timeThe coffeebrewed is very hotFilter basket and water tank are easy to accessShuts off automatically Don't brew at an optimal
temperature to produce good tasting coffeeDidn't keep the coffee warm for a long time in our testPermanent coloring on filterCarafe is not a safe dishwasher Ranked among the easiest to use, this KitchenAid 12-Cup Thermal Carafe Coffee , making it a breeze to fill without spilling water on the counter. With a filter basket that rotates open, you won't need to move this coffee maker
to add ground coffee. Although it quickly brews 12 cups of coffee, this thermal carafe won't keep it warm for long, so be sure to stir just before serving. Guarantee: 1 year Review: April 2014Price When reviewed: $160.00 This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported on this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more
information about it and content similar to piano.io piano.io
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